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Award Winning Cheltenham author in finals of another book award
LONDON – The Wishing Shelf Book Awards selected “Stig’s Flight of Encounters” as a
2017 finalist earlier this month.
Stephan von Clinkerhoffen, Winchcombe based author of “Stig’s Flight of
Encounters”, part of The Hidden City of Chelldrah-ham series of young adult science
fiction novels, succeeded in the Books for Teenagers category.
The Wishing Shelf Book Awards judges the books on Editing, Theme, Style,
Cover and Illustrations. Clinkerhoffen’s artwork is used on the covers and on illustrations
inside his books.
Since entering this competition the author has been signed up by Waldorf
Publishing for all three books already scribed, plus a fourth book in the series which is a
work in progress.
Clinkerhoffen, an ex New Zealand Red Cross volunteer, who helped those in need
following the earthquakes which partially destroyed Christchurch said, “Even though it’s
three years since I left New Zealand, I still wonder about those I left behind whose lives
were so devastated.”
Editorial Reviews
"Strange creatures, exotic landscapes, and an innocent inventor make this story a
welcome addition to the genre." — ForeWord Clarion Reviews
“There is a lovely magical feel to the story - everything seems to have a purpose:
even pockets in special clothing will decide whether or not to open! A great story for YA
fantasy fans and I sincerely recommend it.” — Readers’ Favorite

"In a land of great riches, with inhabitants who live to be centuries old, lives a
boy, Stig. He is quite good at inventing tools and gadgets with the use of clockwork
mechanisms. One fateful day though, his inventive tinkering leads him to a life-altering
discovery…”—Literary Classics Book Reviews
For more information, to schedule an interview of request a copy of the book for review, please contact:
Stephanvonclinkerhoffen@gmail.com or telephone 01242 604728
www.stephanvonclink.com/

